
Lesson 1 Introduction
 
Many of our countries have small populations, compared to the world population,
so unless we are America, we do not have a large homogeneous population to sell
our products to. 
 
This is why we need to learn about International Business. So we can sell our
products or services to the billions of people in the world, rather than the millions
of people we have at home. 
The subject of international business is very wide, with many topics. Due to time
constraints, we will look at only 3 aspects of international business.
 

During this 10 hour course you will learn:

1. Sales Terms and why you need to know them when you are buying or

selling in the international marketplace

2. Some of the costs and complications you will encounter when doing

international business. 

3. Know from where to get help when exporting

International Business



21st Century skills applied during this course

1. Leadership and taking the initiative

2. Commercial awareness

3. Problem-solving

4. Entrepreneurial behaviour

Module aims and structure 

1. Ten hours of work

2. Understand some of the direct and hidden costs of arranging travel to overseas
destinations to market to potential clients 

3. Why you need to know Incoterms when you are buying or selling in the
international marketplace.

4. Why your Freight Forwarder is your new best friend when you want to move
your products overseas to customers. 

 
 
 Now press the "Start Course" button to begin.

Lesson 1 continued. Arranging international travel

Lesson 2. Arranging international travel task and Terms of Sale (Incoterms)

Lesson 3. Terms of Sale (Incoterms) continued

Lesson 4. The process to export products is risky

Lesson 5. Summary of what you have learned and �nal quiz



Business Travel
There are many unforseen costs of business travel and some of them are:

1.  Preparing for your trip

2. Packing for your trip

3. The time it takes to travel to the airport

4. The waiting time at the airport before your �ight

5. The waiting time at the destination while you await your bag
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Lesson 1 continued. Arranging international travel

Do they speak English in Scotland or do I have to take my phrase

book with me? Do I need a visa after Brexit?



6. Searching for the best public transport to get into the city, or to your hotel or to the
client's o�ces

7. Buying the ticket you need, in a foreign language, with a computer system that you are
not used to, possibly with a currency that you don't know

8. What to expect from verbal communications with clients and prospective clients

9. Preparation for possible communication in a di�erent language or brochures and
marketing material in di�erent languages.

        And remember.                     Time is money

So why do companies do international

business?

1. A much larger market than you have at home

2. People with the money to buy your product

a. If your target market are the TOP 10% of the Indian market
(these are the very wealthy Indians), you have a potential
from 120 million customers. This is more than the whole
German population

3. Domestic companies at the destination are not ful�lling the
needs of the target market as well as you think you can

4. They have an excessively competitive situation at home

5. Enough people in the target market have a preference for
products from your area or country



Costs of business travel
There are many direct and hidden costs involved with travel to see potential and actual

customers

Below I mention some of the other hard costs you will encounter on a

business trip.

Please click on the �ashcards to see more detail

Normal salary of the
person traveling

Overtime of the traveller

They are not doing other

work

Take into consideration the

number of days they are

travelling and preparing for

the trip

 

 

Overtime both while at work

preparing for the trip,

travelling to and from the



Overtime of the  traveller

Travel allowance

destination  and while at the

destination

.

The travel allowance must be
paid for all the days the person

(or persons) are travelling

Prepare materials and plan

for the trip

Not just booking the �ights,

hotels and checking how to

get to the places (like the

hotel, good restaurants to

which to take customers  or

potential customers and



Taxi to airport.

Taxi to airport  from work

or hotel or fair centre or

customer venue on

outgoing trip

Taxi from hotel to airport

when leave

Accommodation

Taxi from airport to hotel or

fair centre or customer venue

Taxi from hotel to fair centre

or conference centre

Taxi from airport to home

Travel around the city while

there seeing clients

Plane ticket on those
speci�ed days at

reasonable times to enable
work to be completed

Accommodation in a clean and
safe place

Remember the number of nights
Make sure breakfast is included
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Entertain customers 
Dinner 
Drinks 
Show 
Match



Now it's your turn.

Task1
You are required to travel for 5 days next month (from Monday to Friday) to a trade fair in

Edinburgh, Scotland to sell your product.  The fair starts on Tuesday at 9am and ends on

Thursday at 10pm. 
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Lesson 2. Arranging international travel task and
Terms of Sale (Incoterms)

How much money will we spend when we go to visit those

customers in Germany? 

How much money can we spend? I don't know. What is your

budget for this trip to the trade fair?



Please budget completely for your trip and travel arrangements,

including giving me �ights to and from your destination

Incoterms or Terms of sale
As mentioned above, these are more important than the price you charge.

If you mess these up, no matter how high you price is, you

will lose money

What are Incoterms?

I would like to export goods to Europe and the USA. Please tell

me what terms are more important than the pricing of my

product.



1. Incoterms are  International Commercial Terms

2. They are an international set of trade terms (INCOTERMS) which has been adopted by
most countries

3. That de�nes exactly the responsibilities and risks of both the buyer and seller 

4. Including (most importantly from a risk point of view) while the merchandise is in
transit. 

Who decides on the Incoterms used?

These terms must be agreed between buyer and seller (exporter). They are not

imposed by one party on the other.

Example 1. If you are scared to expose yourself to the uncontrollable situations and costs in a

destination country, then use Incoterm (Cost Insurance Freight) CIF name port of

destination. This will not expose you to unexpected foreign duties and costs. 

Example 2. If the buyer has greater economies of scale in transport and logistics, they may

want to buy (Free on Board) FOB Helsinki or (Ex Works) EXW Prague

Some examples of Incoterms

Please click on Start or push the arrows left or right to

become acquainted with some of the favourite Incoterms



International Commercial Terms

When negotiating an international sales contract, both parties need to pay as

much attention to the terms of sale as to the sales price.

Each delivery involves 3 parts:

1. The point at which title to the goods passes from the seller (exporter) to the

buyer(importer)

2. A clear understanding of who bears which costs

3. The location and point where cargo is passed to the importer



EXW - EX Works Named place of Delivery

1. Often used when making an initial quotation for the sale of goods 

2. EXW means that the seller makes the goods available at their premises or at the

named place (works, factory, warehouse etc). 

3. The seller does not need to load the goods onto any collecting vehicle

4. Nor does it need to clear the goods for export

You may have a factory making lamps.

Your expertise is not in transport or logistics and you do not want to take that risk at

this stage.

Incoterms 1



FCA – Free Carrier (named place of delivery)

FCA can have two di�erent meanings, each with varying levels of risk and cost for the

buyer and seller. 

FCA (a) is used when the seller delivers the goods, cleared for export, at a named

place which is their own premises. 

FCA (b) is used when the seller delivers the goods, cleared for export, at a named

place which is not their premises. 

In both instances, the goods can be delivered to a carrier nominated by the buyer, or

to another party nominated by the buyer.

I had a good contact in the transport sector and arranged a very reasonable price,with

good and reasonable insurance to transport a tank to a client in Africa. I asked the

manufacturer to deliver it to a forwarder's warehouse. I could have asked them to

deliver it to a terminal or transport hub if I had wanted to. FCAb.

Incoterms 2



CPT – Carriage Paid To (named place of destination)

CPT the seller pays for the carriage of goods up to the named place of destination.

The goods are not insured

It is always better to insure the goods. Anything can happen in international trade.

Remember that you have all the risks of a normal business transaction, plus plus the

uncertainty of di�erent rules, di�erent norms, di�erent weather, di�erent

languages, di�erent insects. Everything is di�erent.

 

Incoterms 3



CIP – Carriage and Insurance Paid to (named place of
destination)

 Similar to CPT, except that the seller is required to obtain minimum insurance for

the goods while in transit.The seller takes the risk and costs to get the goods in good

order to a place where you can control the risks.

Incoterms 4



DAP – Delivered at Place (named place of destination)

The seller has completed his responsibilities when the goods are  delivered and

placed at the disposal of the buyer on the arriving means of transport and ready for

unloading at the named place of destination. 

Under DAP, the seller needs to manage all risks and costs involved in bringing the

goods in.

I would use this if I were selling something to someone in Russia. I do not want to

take any risks in Russia, so my named place would be the buyer's truck on the EU side

of the border

Incoterms 5



DPU – Delivered at Place Unloaded (named place of destination)

1. The seller delivers the goods, unloaded, at the named place.

2. The seller covers all the costs of transport (export fees, carriage, unloading from

main carrier at destination port and destination port charges) 

3. And assumes all risk until arrival at the destination place.

Incoterms 6



DDP – Delivered Duty Paid (named place of destination)

1. The seller is responsible for delivering the goods to the named place in the

country of the buyer, and pays all costs in bringing the goods to the destination

including import duties and taxes.

2. The seller is not even responsible for unloading.

3. This is pretty much turnkey delivery. The seller delivers the goods to (virtually)

your front door.

4. Use this if you have a competitive advantage in logistics

Incoterms 7



More Incoterms 

For sea and inland waterway transport

Please click on the numbers below

Summary of Incoterms

These terms specify:

1. The point at which title to the goods passes from the seller (exporter) to the

buyer(importer)

2. A clear understanding of who bears which costs

a. Actual product cost

b. Pre-shipment inspection cost

c. Export licence (if necessary)

d. There are many costs and risks involved. You need to know what you are

liable for if things go wrong.

Export taxes 













FOB – Free on Board (named port)

The seller delivers the goods on board the vessel nominated by the buyer at the named port of

shipment.

 

The risk of loss of or damage to the goods passes to the buyer when the goods are on board the vessel

(they have passed over the side of the ship), and the buyer takes on responsibility for all costs from that

moment on.

 

Most of the world's oil is transported using this Incoterm. It seems that the buyers have good

relationships with the transporters and can arrange good and safe and inexpensive insurance too





CIF – Cost, Insurance, Freight

The same as CFR with the addition that the seller must also obtain minimum insurance cover against

the buyer’s risk of loss of or damage to the goods during the carriage. 

I like this Incoterm and have used it to ship goods to Africa. You are covered if there is a problem





FAS – Free Alongside Ship (named port of shipment)

The seller completes delivery when the goods are placed alongside the vessel (e.g., on a quay or a

barge) nominated by the buyer at the named port of shipment.

 

The risk of loss of or damage to the goods passes when the goods are alongside the ship, and the buyer

takes on responsibility for all costs from that moment on.





CFR – Cost and Freight

The seller delivers the goods on board the vessel. 

The risk of loss of or damage to the goods passes when the goods are on board the vessel (they have

passed over the side). 

The seller must contract for and pay the costs and freight necessary to bring the goods to the named

port of destination.

 

The seller does not pay the insurance

International Trade. An Ongoing Process
Incoterms give you a clear understanding of who bears which costs in the process

1. Cost of getting import and other documents

a. Bill of lading

b. Sea waybill

c. Certi�cate of origin





d. Consular invoice

2. A clear understanding of who bears which costs  in Air
or sea freight

a. Wharfage

b. Moor ship

c. Unloading expenses

d. Store goods

3. Land transport costs

4. Transit fees

5. Insurance

6. A clear understanding of who bears which other costs 

a. Customs duties

b. Packing costs

c. Harbour fees

d. Cargo inspection

e. Extra costs if buyer or seller give incomplete information

f. Processing documents

g. Amend the Letter of Credit (L/C)

7. Who is responsible for preparing and pursuing claims
against the carrier if goods are lost or damaged during
shipment

8. The location and point where cargo is passed to the
importer



a. This could happen when the  importers banks accepts
the draft

b. When the importer accepts the draft? 
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Lesson 3. Terms of Sale (Incoterms) continued

Let's �nd out more about Incoterms and how large companies

with a lot of experience use them

I would like to export goods to the Middle East. How can I use

my experience with international trade and Incoterms as a

competitive tool?



Example of using Incoterms for your competitive advantage
John Deere ship all their equipment on a DDP basis. 

Are they nice guys or shrewd businesspeople?

https://www.deere.com/en/harvesting/

 Advantages to John Deere:

1. Major competitive tool

2. Allows them to control quality all the way to the customer’s doorstep

3. Use their economies of scale in freighting and insurance to their bene�t

4. Less worry and hassle to customers (therefore more likely to buy from them)

5. Good customer service and ensures good long term relationship

6. Bright shiny new equipment arriving in a port imply a good image

7. If a part does get broken on the way to Hamburg, it may be replaced before reaching the
customer (in Australia for example)

You can �nd a full list of Incoterms here:

https://home.kuehne-nagel.com/-/knowledge/incoterms

 

competitive tool? 

https://home.kuehne-nagel.com/-/knowledge/incoterms


Task 2 Incoterms
What are Incoterms and why do you need to know them when you are buying or selling in the

international marketplace?

Please generate a 5-7 minute presentation where you discuss why internationally accepted

Incoterms are necessary in international businessand why they are so important to you as an

international businessperson   Included in your 5-7 minute presentation, give examples of 7

Incoterms and where you would use them.
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The process to export is long and complicated and risky 
Because you are working with people from many di�erent nationalities and languages,AND

there is a lot of documentation that must be accepted by state o�cials and bank o�cials AND

there ijs often a lot of money involved, there will ALWAYS be misunderstandings.
Be prepared for them and don't get excited. 

Lesson 4 of 5

Lesson 4. The process to export products is risky

Please tell me you have someone professional who can help us

get our product to our international customers 

 

Yes I have. A Freight Forwarder



Work calmly and quietly through all problems. After all, they are

just as a result of cultural di�erences. 

These are brought on by: 

The Freight Forwarder can help and advise with ALL of this

Di�erent ways of thinking1

Di�erent languages2

Di�erent ways of greeting3

Di�erent food or climate4

Di�erent context of religion or language5

Di�erent ways of reacting to hierarchies6

Di�erent alphabets and numerals7

Di�erent infrastructure8

Di�erent modes of transport9

Di�erent attitudes to corruption10

Di�erent attitudes to the environment11

Di�erent political systems12



1. When shipping a product overseas, the exporter must be aware of:

a. Packing, labeling, documentation, and insurance requirements. 

2. It is important that exporters ensure that the merchandise is: 

a. Packed correctly so that it arrives in good condition

b. Labeled correctly to ensure that the goods are handled properly and arrive on time
at the right place

c. Documented correctly to meet U.S. and foreign government requirements, as well
as proper collection standards;

d. Insured against damage, loss, pilferage and delay 

. 

Freight Forwarders 

 The intermediary between the client who is hiring them - YOU

 and various transport services that are involved in getting the

product overseas to the customer.

 

Many exporters rely on an international freight forwarder to perform these

services because of the many and complex considerations involved in physically

exporting goods. 

1



The International freight forwarder is an agent for the exporter in moving cargo

to an overseas destination 
2

They are familiar with:

The import rules and regulations of foreign countries

The export regulations of Finland, the EU and the U.S.
government

The methods of shipping

The most e�ective and e�cient method to transport to a
certain destination

The documents related to foreign trade. 

3

Help exporters in preparing price quotations by advising on:

–freight cost

–port charges

–consular fees

–costs of special documentation

–insurance costs

–their own handling fees. 

4

1. Recommend the packing methods that will protect the
merchandise during transit 

2. Arrange to have the merchandise packed at the port or
containerized. 

5



During the voyage, goods may be:

stacked on top of each other

come into violent contact with other goods

Fall overboard and then be retrieved

3. Reserve the necessary space on a vessel, aircraft, train, or
truck. (known as the booking contract) 

4. Review all documents to ensure that everything is in order.
(This is very important with L/C /Letter of Credit) payment
terms). 

5. Prepare the bill of lading and any special required
documentation. 

 



Overseas, handling facilities may be less sophisticated than in
Finland/EU and the cargo could be: 

–dragged,     –pushed,     –rolled,     –dropped 

during unloading, 

while moving through customs,

 or in transit to the �nal destination. 

Please click on the �ashcards to get more information about

how Freight Forwarders can help you.

After shipment, they can route
the documents to the seller,



the buyer, or to a paying bank
 

May provide: 
–warehouse
–forwarding

–customs clearance services
Back of card 2

Can offer 21/23 listed
functions such as:

–Make routing
recommendations

–Issue export declarations
–Prepare certi�cates of origin



Help with Packing and
designing export shipping

crates to prevent: 
•breakage
•moisture

•theft

Their cost is a legitimate
export cost that should be

included in the price charged to
the customer

 
 

Sometimes cargo is shipped

as breakbulk cargo.

A breakbulk shipment

transported by ocean

freight may be loaded

aboard vessels :

•in a net

•by a sling

Buyers are often familiar with
the port systems overseas or in
their own countries, so they will

often specify packaging
requirements. If not, ask your

Freight Forwarder



Can offer 21/23 listed
functions such as:

–Payment of freight charges
–Tracing shipments

–Expediting shipments

Freight Forwarder

Arrange with customs brokers
overseas to ensure that the
goods comply with customs

export documentation
regulations.



Not your normal Sunday afternoon in Helsinki

Advise on packaging

Moisture is a constant concern because :

condensation may develop in the hold of a ship even if it is equipped
with air conditioning and a dehumidi�er

Export freight forwarders are
licensed by the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) to
handle air freight and Maritime

regulations to handle ocean
freight. 



Cargo may also be unloaded in rain or a thunderstorm

the foreign port may not have covered storage facilities. 

Theft and pilferage just add to the risks

Task 3  Freight Forwarders
What do freight Forwarders do and how can they help you to move your products overseas to

customers? Give 10 di�erent bene�ts you can get from a Freight Forwarder.
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Lesson 5. Summary of what you have learned and �nal
quiz

Some of the initial costs of doing business abroad are the travel and

entertainment costs to go to visit potential clients and to

chart their needs

1

Incoterms are the International Commercial Terms you use when you sell or buy a

product from abroad. The identify the exact point in the journey of your products

where the risk and costs and responsibilities  transfer from the seller to the

buyer. Enjoy the journey!

2

The world of international trade and business can be a real "wild west. " The

person who can guide you through this dangerous marsh is your Freight

Forwarder. S/he knows the risks and the costs and has representatives in the

international country who speak the local languages, know the local culture and

can arrange to solve most problems (for a service-fee of course).

3

Please answer the questions in the short quiz below.



Companies do international business because:

Domestic companies at the destination are not
ful�lling the needs of the target market as well as
you think you can
 

It is a much larger market than you have at home
 

 
There are many people with the money to buy your
product

They have an excessively competitive situation at
home

All of the above



SUBMIT

SUBMIT

There are many unforseen costs of business travel and some of them

are:

Preparing for your trip
 

Packing for your trip
 

The time it takes to travel to and from the airport
 

The waiting time at the airport before your �ights
 

All of the above



SUBMIT

Which of the following are direct and hidden costs involved with

travel to see potential and actual customers

What are Incoterms?

Prepare materials and plan for the trip
 

 
Taxi to and from the airport from work or hotel or
fair centre
 

 
The travel allowance and Overtime of the traveler
 

Normal salary of the person traveling

All the above



SUBMIT

The parts involved in a delivery are:

Incoterms are  International Commercial Terms
and are an international set of trade terms
(INCOTERMS) which has been adopted by most
countries
 

They de�ne exactly the responsibilities and risks of
both the buyer and seller 
 

 
They de�ne exactly the point at which risk moves
from seller to buyer while the merchandise is in
transit.

All of the above

The point at which title to the goods passes from
the seller (exporter) to the buyer(importer)
 



SUBMIT

Incoterms can give you a clear understanding of who bears which

other costs 

A clear understanding of who bears which costs
 

The location and point where cargo is passed to the
importer

All of the above

None of the above

Customs duties and Packing costs
 

 
Harbour fees and Cargo inspection costs
 



SUBMIT

Extra costs if the buyer or seller give incomplete
information
 

 
Processing documents and the costs to Amend a
Letter of Credit (L/C)

All of the above


